Dmitriy K
Agile certified Delivery manager
Odessa/Kyiv, Ukraine

SUMMAR
Started to work in IT 10 years ago. At the age of 21 I became the head of a department of 10 people at
an industrial enterprise. Have deep technical background as I went a road from intern PHP developer to
the Lead backend developer and then switched to management. There was a moment when I was
working with 9 projects simultaneously with overall 25 team members. I like to work with optimization,
to increase team speed and project quality. I like to work with lean methodology and improve processes
step by step. I am a football player and cycler.
WORK EXPERIENCE
Delivery manager and Program director, Perceptionbox
Manage few big projects in a time. Improve processes in the team.

03/2018 - Present

Delivery manager, Fundseeder
04/2017 - 03/2018
The project is financial startup for traders with more than 10K+ active users. I created a simple structure of
communication between different branches of project. And work with improving team’s and projects’ KPI.
Team Lead & Project manager, Crmtronic
04/2015 - 03/2017
The project is lightweight crm system for small companies. Start to work in project in initial stage. Manage a 12
team members. As a result we had a user increasing near 20% each month. And in the end of contract I helped to
create international version of the project.
Team Lead & COO, 5-soft
04/2010 - 03/2015
Work with a team of 15 people. For this time were developed or maintained more than 50 projects. There were few
projects with dedicated team(5-7 engineers) that were successfully finished.
Software developer, 5-soft
Start work as trainee and after 2 years became a team lead in a team.

EDUCATION
2008 - Master in computer science, Donetsk National University, diploma with honours.
2019 - ICAgile certifications (ICP-APM, ICP-ATF, ICP-PPM). http://tiny.cc/ct54az

LANGUAGES
English - Upper-Intermediate

LATEST PROJECTS
Fintech service for trading data analytics, big data processing.
Customer location - USA

08/2009 - 03/2010

Team - 9 engineers
Stack - RoR, AWS, MySQL, react.js, chart.js, automation QA.
Mobile application for IoT device management
Customer location - Israel
Team - 5 engineers
Stack - react native, python, tensor ow.
Multilingual CRM system with AI for the sales department analytics
Customer location - Ukraine
Team - 12 engineers
Stack - meteor.js, MongoDB, Azure.
Matching service for football players and scouts with social interactions
Customer location - Israel
Team - 11 engineers
Stack - react.js, node.js, Mongo DB, react native, elasticsearch, rabbitmq.
POC for mobile application with multi-currency balancing
Customer location - USA
Team - 6 engineers
Stack - node.js, AWS services(s3, lambda), react native
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Business analysis - create prototypes for projects and full documentation. Work with
stakeholders for create correct user ows and implement all information into user stories.
Estimation management - manage of initial estimations, change requests and manage right
customer expectations.
Facilitation - use facilitation practices to keep team dynamics for di erent types of meeting.
Quality management - create from a scratch system that allows to check quality of project in
each step of development cycle.
Risk management - manage all kind of risks in a project. Like to improve methods for decreasing
risks and theirs impacts to projects.
Web-development - create a architecture of projects, work with php and javascript. I use devops
practices as a part of development process.
Strong soft skills - I like to research communication schemas in the project and improve them. It
allows to set up only correct communication lines and except unproductive ones. I had a huge
experience in con ict management.
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